In the Digital Forestry area, there is more and more requirements for spatial information connection and processing. From a prototype of geospatial computational grid (GCG), the relationship between the geospatial computational grid and OGC Interoperability protocols is proposed in this paper. A prototype of geospatial information grid is given in this paper. Digital Forestry Grid is proposed as a case of implementing of geospatial computational grid with OGC interoperability at the end of this paper.
INTRODUCTION
Earth science is a data-intensive and computation-intensive scientific domain in which the applications always produce and analyze a large volume of distributed heterogeneous geospatial information. The grid concept is revolutionary, because it foresees the future integration of technologies to realize an observing and operating system with scalability and applicability over a broad range of earth surface phenomena. As forest
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593 management is a kind of earth resource science, we do the research on the Geospatial Computational Grid for forest management .In this paper, we discuss the relationship between the Geospatial Computational Grid and interoperability based the view of system construction.
As the amount of remote sensing imagery and related GIS database in the forest management area grows, there is an increasing problem of providing sufficient computational resources to assemble and analyze the datasets for environment science research or forestry affairs decision-making supporting.
Grid technology brings together geographically and organizationally dispersed computational resources, such as CPUs, storage systems, communication systems, data, software, instruments and human collaborators, which securely provide advanced distributed high-performance computing to users in one or more Virtual Organizations (VOs) (Foster, et al., 2001; Booth, et al., 2004) . The Globus Project proposes the Open Grid Service Architecture (OGSA), Open Grid Service Infrastructure (OGSI) for Globus 3.0 and the Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF) for Globus 4.0 as the guidelines and specifications for system design and implementation to build a geospatial computational Grid (Brunett, 2001; Moore, et al., 1999; Karl, et al., 2004) .
Although the grid technology can take an important role in geospatial computational grid design, but it is not enough because of the particularity of geospatial information. As follows, the description of the paper structure is given. First, we discuss the trends and problems which parallel and distributed computing for processing large-scale geospatial data would faced. Then, a prototype of geospatial information grid is given, which is a case study and a simple implementing of our understanding of geospatial computational grid. From this, we discuss the methods to integrate the geospatial interoperability to grid application .The Digital forestry Gird is the case of the methods discussed above. Finally, an opening conclusion is given for further research.
A PROTOTYPE OF GEOSPATIAL COMPUTATIONAL GRID

Aims and structures
A major goal of the geospatial computational grid is to make it as easy and transparent as possible for researchers to move jobs, GIS data and kinds of remote sensing data freely among the machines within the grid scope. The geospatial computational grid would consist of some resource provider (RP) sites. Each site connects through a dedicated geospatial data clearing house network, and provides high-end computing resources totaling more than specifically Floating Point Operations Per Second (FLOPS) of compute power and specifically available storage. Users have the option of storing their data, managing their jobs, and performing their computations on the machine most appropriate for their tasks, using grid technology for access to each resource.
A prototype system of geospatial computational grid is a spatial information grid which designed by our research team and has resolved many problems. By applying WSRF, the spatial information grid is constructed. Fig.1 shows the structure of geospatial computational grid.
Functions
The geospatial computational grid provides many functional modules such as geospatial data processing and core grid management.
Node management is for monitoring and discovery of node for providing its information and its state, which also provide services through state registration, data modeling and local registry. By globe name service, the service in Geospatial Computational Grid could be understood. Task management is a Resource Allocation Manager for providing a common user interface for submitting a job to the dispersed multiple machines. The security and authentication function provides generic security services such as authentication, authorization and credential delegation for resources that
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Anyway the operational geospatial computational grid must deal with interoperability problems which involved in the related layers.
INTEROPERABILITY AND GEOSPATIAL COMPUTATIONAL GRID
Protocols for interoperability
The non profit, international, voluntary consensus standards organization, Open Geospatial Consortium, Inc. (OGC) is leading the development of interoperable standards for geospatial and location based services. In the geospatial community, the meaning of "interoperability" remains somewhat ambiguous, as do many of the benefits of "being interoperable". Therefore, the following interoperability mandate is suggested. To be interoperable, one should actively be engaged in the ongoing process of ensuring that the systems, procedures and culture of an organization are managed in such a way as to maximize opportunities for exchange and re-use of information and services, whether internally or externally (OGC, 2000; Vretanos, 2002; Cox, et al., 2003; Aktas, et al., 2004) .
The successfully executed series of web-based geospatial interoperability initiatives, including Web Mapping Testbed (WMT) I, WMT II, and OGC Web Service Initiative (OWS) 1.1, and OWS 1.2 have produced a set of web-based data interoperability specifications, such as the OGC Web Mapping Service (WMS) specification which allows interactively assembling maps from multiple servers, the OGC Web Coverage Service (WCS) specification which provides an interoperable way of accessing geospatial data from multiple coverage servers, especially those data from remote sensing, and the OGC Catalogue Service -Web (CSW) specification which is based on e-business Registry Information Model (ebRIM) and aims to provide an object-oriented registry system for registering, managing and retrieval of geospatial resources, e.g. services, data and other objects (Chen, et al., 2005) . 
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Agents for interoperability
How to put OGC interoperable Web Service into the common computing grid is the key technologies to construct geospatial computational grid .We use the agents to integrate the interoperability and Geospatial Computational Grid. Table1 shows the selected OpenGIS interoperable specification agents used in GCG. The basic methods to construct the agents can get from Li's paper (Li, et al., 2005) .
DIGITAL FORESTRY GRID AS A CASE
Digital Forestry Grid (DFG) is a kind of specialization application grid which supports for forest resource information management and forestry eco-construction projects. A characteristic of the DFG is in specialization grid resource management, business logic development and running engine of grid application. By grid transform of forestry resource information, DFG integrates the data resources of forest and forestry eco-construction projects in four levels (namely state, province, city and county). The data resources have kinds of types, such as remote sensing images, vector data, thematic attribute data and etc. Thematic grid services, such as data resource service, spatial information analysis service, online statistic computing service, is be developed independently, which realizes the sharing and usage of forestry information resources in deeply extents.
Using catalog interface service (Table 1) , DFG find the wanted thematic forest resources data service. Using filter encoding and Web Feature Service (Table 1) , the forest resources map can be set out on the web. (Fig. 2) 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
From above, we give a short presentation of the design of geospatial computational grid in the view of interoperability. The importance of the interoperable features in GCG cannot be ignored in the digital forestry system. Agents can be used to integrate the web service. But more key technologies are not put up in this paper, which is for further research.
